Short-term scholarships for PhD students and
Postdocs from the Ukraine - Agricultural Economics and Rural
Development (m/f/d)
The Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Development at the Georg-AugustUniversity is awarding short-term scholarships to PhD students and postdocs from the
Ukraine who are undertaking research in the field of agricultural economics, environmental
economics and/or rural development. Funding will be provided for a three-month research
stay in Göttingen.
What we provide
The fellowship enables you to pursue your individual research project in cooperation with
one of the professorships in Göttingen. The monthly stipend is €1,365 for doctoral students
and €1,467 for postdocs. In addition, travel and subsistence expenses according to the
Lower Saxony Travel Expenses Ordinance, as well as a material cost allowance of €103
can be paid.
Requirements
The call is addressed to PhD students and postdocs who are conducting research at a
Ukrainian institution, have conducted research there until the outbreak of the war, or are
currently unable to return to the Ukraine. During the fellowship, students are required to be
present in Göttingen. The fellows are also required to participate in the scientific life at the
Georg-August-University (among others in the weekly colloquia). Good knowledge of
English language is required; knowledge of German language would be an advantage.
Application
Please send your application documents in electronic form (PDF file) to:
ann-kathrin.hungerland@uni-goettingen.de by July 31, 2022.
Please send us the following documents (PDF files) for your application:
- Cover letter (with explanation of your personal situation)
- Curriculum vitae in table form,
- A list of scientific publications (if applicable)
- Statement regarding your motivation for the project (1-2 pages) with indication of the
professor/research group, which you are seeking to cooperate with
- University certificates and other documents/certificates (e.g. certificates from abroad)
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